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Ecology, biodiversity and conservation biology (BioCEP-611)
Module (I): Topics on Ecology, Biodiversity and Conservation
Module (II): Causes and Consequences of Biodiversity Loss
Module (III): Management, Strategies & Policies for Biodiversity Conservation
Unit 12. The Role of Science in Biodiversity Conservation
Unit 13. Sustainable conservation models: public, private and community.
Unit 14. Establishing Protected Areas
Unit 15. Restoration and Reforestation Ecology
Unit 16. Endangered species management.
Unit 17. Nature-based tourism.
Unit 18. Ecosystem services and their importance for human societies
Unit 19. Environmental economics and valuation of ecosystem services
Unit 20. Legislation and Conservation Laws, with special focus in Myanmar
Module (IV): Field Activities and Demonstrations
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Objectives
• To understand the importance of science
• To know the role of science in conservation

Learning Outcomes

• Understand the importance of science in conservation
• Science as a tools for the biodiversity conservation
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What is Conservation?
“preservation, protection, or restoration of the natural
environment and of wildlife”

(Oxford dictionary)

What is Science?
“knowledge about the structure and behavior of the natural and
physical world, based on facts that you can prove”
(Oxford dictionary)
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Conservation science
•

Scientific conservation
principles first applied 1842

•

Global conservation efforts
(mid 20thcentury)

•

“Conservation biology” term
first used in 1978

http://blogs.nature.com/
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Four main strategies in conservation and science
1. Boundary organizations
2. Research scientists within conservation organizations
3. Links and relationships between scientists and conservation
decision makers
4. Training of conservation professionals

Cook et al.(2013) Achieving conservation science that bridges the knowledge–action boundary.
ConservationBiology,27(4)
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•

Available accurate information

•

Identify/set priorities for habitats and species

•

Advance conservation tools/methods (technology)

•

Examine and tackle a range of threats

•

Improve conservation decision making

•

Target resources effectively

•

Measure effectiveness
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Examples of conservation in science
• Western Hoolock Gibbon (EN)
• Eastern Hoolock Gibbon (VU)
Hoolock hoolock (Western Hoolock)

• White-handed Gibbon(EN)
• Mostly frugivorous
• Forest regeneration/forest engineers
• Lack of reliable and up to date data
• Scientific research

Hoolock leuconedys (Eastern Hoolock)

• Collaboration

Photos:Sirajul Hossainand Jihosuo Biswas

Hylobates lar (White-handed gibbon)
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Examples of conservation in science

Spoon-billed Sandpiper

• Spoon-billed Sandpiper

Locations where Spoon-billed Sandpipers
were recorded in Myanmar during 2008–
2010

• Eurynorhynchus pygmeus
• Critically endangered (CR)
• Below 400 individuals
Hunters setting nets to catch waders in the Bay
of Martaban (Photos from Nyunt )

Zöckler et al. 2010. Hunting in Myanmar is probably the main cause of the decline of the Spoon-billed Sandpiper Calidris
pygmeus. Wader Study Group Bull. 117(1): 1–8.
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Examples of conservation in science
•

Burmese Star Tortoise (Geochelone platynota)

•

Critically endangered (CR), Endemic

•

Active breeding program

•

Herpetologists and veterinarians from WCS’s
Bronx Zoo helped design the breeding centers

•

14,000 plus wild and captive animals

•

750 individuals released
Burmese Star Tortoise
Source:Fifth National Report to the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity(2014). Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry
and WCS
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We CAN do better
Scientists:
•

Make science readily available

•

Make science easily digestible

•

Source research questions from practitioners

•

Practical recommendations for managers

Conservation managers:
•

Actively pursue scientific input

•

Request forums/ways of receiving science

•

Be open to suggestions and new technologies
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Summary
•

More detailed scientific documentation

•

Science - a key role – improving conservation outcomes

•

Scientists integrate and communicate - research findings our partners and local stakeholders

•

Scientists can work to improve uptake of their science and
managers can be more open to scientific input

•

Scientific

knowledge

and

understanding

help

more

successfully conserving global biodiversity
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•

Cook et al.(2013) Achieving conservation science that bridges
the knowledge–action boundary. Conservation Biology, 27(4)

•

Fifth National Report to the United Nations Convention on
Biological

Diversity(2014).

Ministry

of

Environmental

Conservation and Forestry , Nay Pyi Taw
•

Tracy & Brussard (1996),The Importance of Science in
Conservation Biology . Conservation Biology, Vol.10, No.3

•

Zöckler et al. 2010. Hunting in Myanmar is probably the main
cause of the decline of the Spoon-billed Sandpiper Calidris
pygmeus. Wader Study Group Bull. 117(1): 1–8.

•

https://myanmar.wcs.org
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Thank You For Your Attention!
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